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CHAPTER 1- OBJECTIVES AND CONCLUSION S

Research into Kent Cigarettes was undertaken through ten focus groups of
young smokers. (See Chapter 2 on Method and Structure of the Groups) .

Research objectives

1. Kent

l.a Examine the attitudes towards the brand and its positioning vs . local
and international full flavour brands in Israel .

l .b Understand the reasons for the decline in Kent's market share among
young smokers .

2. Kent Lights and Kent Super Lights

2.a Examine the reasons for the increase in the Lights segment : identify the
factors that encourage/trigger switching from full flavour to Lights ;

define the consumer's understanding of the relationship between the
term `Lights' and the terms `tar' and `nicotine' .

2 .b Evaluate the awareness and sensitivity (if at all) to the various 'Lights'
values (11, 9, 7) ; Examine the potential of the Super Lights values to
motivate switching;

2 .c Examine the attitudes towards Kent and Kent Super Lights and their
positioning in the Lights market .

2 .d Define and test possible messages for a testimonial campaign about
Kent Super Lights .

2 .e Examine the differences between young and older smokers, and

between male and female smokers .

3. Lucky Strike

3.a Examine the attitudes towards Lucky Strike in the full flavour and the
low tar markets .
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3 .b Define its positioning vs . competing brands, mainly among the 18-25

age group .

3 .c Examine the awareness for Lucky Strike advertising and its impact on

the young adults segment .

4. General

4.a In general, study the motivating factors for selecting a particular brand
in each segment .

4.b Examine the level of loyalty and switching patterns between brands .

Key findines

1 . Life styles of youne People in Israel

During the groups, the participants characterised a wide range of life
styles of young people in Israel . Following the discussion, it was seen
that the life styles could be organised into five categories according to
the way participants related to lifestyles : whether they perceived them
as being within the mainstream or outside of it and whether these
represent a role model for them or whether they are repelled by them :

•J Life styles that represent a role model and within the mainstream :
Leaders, Hammers/Spikes; Yuppies; Considerates .

•J Life styles that represent a role model but which are outside of the
mainstream : Toughs .

•J Life styles which are within the mainstream but which are not role
models but which do not appeal or repel : the Integrators and the
Classics .

•J Life styles of deviants and those which repel: Detacheds, Spacemen,
"Baredim" .

•) Repelling life styles which are within the mainstream : Hoods, Nerds .

(See Section 1 of Chapter 3 regarding the detailed discussion about the
various types of life styles) .
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Special attention is drawn to the fact that four existing life styles
represent a role model for young people in Israel, whereby the model
arouses the greatest admiration is the "Hammers/Spikes" .

This is in fact a life style of those who are socially upwardly mobile
and who achieve what they do thanks to their exceptional talent and
abilities in their fields . They could be hammers due to their physical
power, due to their brilliant ability in art or in playing, due to their

special ability to survive in high society, due to their genius with a
computer, due to their incredible beauty, etc . They are perceived as
young people and who love modem music of the "House" style and are
more associated with regular cigarettes than with Lights cigarettes .

The young participants admire them more than the leaders who were
born with "old money" or the adults who "have grown old" with the
money they have earned. They also admire the Hammers/Spikes more
than the Yuppies who are perceived as those who have "a little more
new money and imitate the life styles of the Leaders" . They also admire
the Hammers/Spikes more than the Considerates who are directed
towards a certain goal and who apparently will achieve it due to their
diligence .

"The Hammers and the Spikes are the dream of the young Israelis who
have internalised as a value the integration of pluralism with reality . For
them, the Hammers/Spikes are "the real thing", and it is these who they
are aspiring to identify with .

The Hammers and the Spikes "are free of' pretension . They are
authentic, they do not masquerade and come from all strata of society .

An additional life style that is worth paying attention to is the "Tough"
who is beginning to retreat outside the mainstream and creates an
abandoning of those brands which were strongly associated with him,
such as : Lucky Strike, Camel and Marlboro Red .

Another life style which is relevant to Kent is the "Integrators" and the
"Classics". Kent smokers and Kent advertising are identified with these
two life styles, which do not arouse admiration primarily due to their
being perceived as "fakes" .
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2. Lights cigarettes for Young adults in Israe l

The attitude towards Lights cigarettes is comprised of three elements .
They are perceived as cigarettes which are more comfortable for
smoking from the physical aspect (less phlegm, fewer headaches, less
oppressive) .

The second aspect is that these cigarettes are perceived as being less

harmful ("you die more slowly") as indeed they do contain less nicotine
and other poisons .

The third aspect is that these cigarettes are perceived as being more
normative for younger smokers than older ones .

The younger participants report a transition which is gradually
increasing towards Lights cigarettes which are not only perceived as
"OK", but are even more normative in certain parts of society than
regular cigarettes . They are perceived as being more normative for
women, for those who wish to smoke a masculine cigarette but not
obviously so .

From the focus groups, it was ascertained that the transition to Lights
cigarettes will continue to gather momentum in the near future .

3. Tar and nicotine

There is a weak level of awareness to the term `tar' . On the other hand,
all of the participants had heard about nicotine . By linking the terms
"tar and nicotine" in the same breath, created a swift process of
generalisation of all that they know and think about nicotine, also in the
context of tar . In other words, the term was perceived as a harmful
cigarette ingredient which is bad for the health, and that it would be
better to reduce its quantity in cigarettes .

At this stage, there was no awareness whatsoever regarding tar and
nicotine values in cigarettes .

The idea of printing the values on the cigarette packs is perceived as a

directive from the Ministry of Health and as an additional warning
factor directed at smokers, with the intention to reduce smoking .
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However, the exposure to the numerical values of tar and nicotine was
followed closely by the participants . They showed a higher level of

involvement and curiosity and reacted emotionally to the different
values of the brands .

Generally speaking, most of the numerical values of the brands
matched the image of strength previously held relating to each of the
various brands.

"The pleasant surprises" were for those brands perceived as being
particularly strong and where their numerical values were lower than
expected by the participants (primarily Kent and Camel) .

"The unpleasant surprises" were for those brands which were expected
to be mild, but for which the numerical values were higher (primarily

Marlboro Lights) .

A pleasant surprise was for Kent Super Lights, where the previously
held image was of being "fartoo mild", but its numerical values were
higher than expected which threw it back into the circle of mild
cigarettes to the desired extent .

Most of the participants drew their own conclusions as to the preferred
optimum levels : 7-8 mg tar and 0 .5-0 .6 mg nicotine .

Despite the positive reactions which the numerical values received for
Kent cigarettes, it was clear that these values themselves would not be
sufficient to draw smokers away from other brands . However, within

Kent, a transition is likely to take place (such as from Kent to Kent
Lights, and from Kent Lights to Kent Super Lights) .

Furthermore, the numerical values for Kent will strengthen the loyalty
of Kent smokers to their cigarette .

4. Brand mapping for various brands

In all groups there was a tendency of the participants to create brand
mapping, primarily according to the level of strength of the cigarette
and its quality, which points to a correlation between a cigarette of

good quality which is neither too strong nor too mild .

Accordingly, it is not surprising that cigarettes which are more
acceptable today to young adults are those cigarettes which are not
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perceived as particularly macho (as indeed being too macho is
considered offstream for young adults) or as too feminine .

The categorisation of cigarettes as being old-fashioned or too young,
partially matches the categorisation according to strength . The old-
fashioned cigarettes are perceived also as being too strong and of low
quality, or alternatively too feminine or too trend-setting .

In other words, the attributes of cigarettes which are perceived as being
associated with young people of today are cigarettes which are neither
too strong nor too weak, which are not too macho nor too feminine .
Furthermore, these are also the type of cigarettes which represents
success but not too trend-setting . Therefore, included in these are king
size box cigarettes, as 100's as cigarettes are perceived as being more
feminine or too trend-setting, whereas the softpack (with short
cigarettes) too strongly express machoism .

The leading brand in "its correct" positioning on the map, is Marlboro
Lights, and which LM Lights is the best economic compromise for it .

All other brands either contain too much or little nicotine, are not
stylish enough, or they are 100's and therefore too feminine .

5. Kent's positioning on the map

In fact the brand which completely answers all of the above criteria is
Kent King Size in a box pack which is neither too strong nor too mild,
not too stylish, not too feminine, not too masculine and an American
and international brand . However, Kent is considered to be "out" for
most of the younger participants .

The reason for this involves the historical process that led Kent to be
identified with those lifestyles described by the younger participants as

being: "loser adults ("Hoods", "Integrators" and "Classics")".

Two main reasons for these attributes :

The Kent advertising which is identified with an attempt at imitating a
trend-setting lifestyle, adult, unauthentic and detached from the younger
participants (yachts and people whose polish is only an illusion, who
are fake and who exploit their money to show as if they have
succeeded) .
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The second factor is the turning point which began a number of years
ago when the Kent logo (the castle) was removed from the cigarette

itself. The removal of the logo opened the door to rumours about a

change in the origin of the cigarettes imported to Israel, about changes
in their taste, and perhaps the fact that they may be forgeries .

If the castle logo on the cigarette is returned, it should be used in
various advertising elements, but in a relative manner for the "Spikes"
(in other words, associations which are close to young adults but which

are not necessarily banal, which is between a castle and European
nobility which has become old and distant) .

The other Kent brands suffer from similar image problems . Kent Lights
is primarily identified as a feminine cigarette (due to the association
with 100's cigarettes in softpacks), and also Kent Super Lights which
is identified as a cigarette which is far too mild .

6. The positioning of Lucky Strike on the ma p

The research, however, focused less upon Lucky Strike, than upon
Kent, but it is also possible to show its positioning on the map . Lucky
Strike belongs to the "urban tough" as is well expressed in the
advertisement of the brand . The brand, however, has succeeded in
acquiring a status among the young macho population, but is no longer
considered mainstream together with the other "Toughs" brands .

The too strong positioning of Lucky Strike is also perceived as being of
lower quality and it stems both from the high nicotine content (which
people felt when smoking it) and the rumours that are being spread
among young people "that Lucky Strike is a more dangerous cigarette
to the point that it is forbidden to import it into Canada" .

Lucky Strike Lights has not penetrated the awareness, nor has it carved

out for itself a clear positioning on the map .
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Recommendations

I . Kent

a. In order to bring Kent back into the circle of young smokers, it is
recommended to change the advertising style quite definitely . It is
recommended to use characters and with a style of life of the "Spikes"

and to express authenticity .

To get away from the symbols which create the feeling of adult and

unauthentic trend-setting, and to introduce modern elements which are
relevant for young people .

2. Kent Lights and Kent Super Light s

It is recommended to differentiate between Kent Lights and Kent Super
Lights, so that Kent Lights will be sold only in a king size box and will
be appropriate to the young "unisex" positioning and will not suffer
from the "fake groomed" look .

Also it is recommended that Kent Super Lights be marketed only in a
100's softpack version, so that it will be perceived and positioned as
being feminine and trend-setting .

3. Kent I

The market is not suitable to absorb Kent I which transmits a
positioning of "a cigarette without a cigarette" to an extreme and
arouses contempt from those smoke it. A separate research should be
conducted as to whether or nor Kent 1 has the potential for a specific
niche .

Levels of nicotine and tar

It is recommended that vigorous and well-planned public relations
activities be carried out to point out the advantages of Lights cigarettes
from the point of view of levels of tar and nicotine, to exploit the
relative advantage of Kent .

By announcing Kent's tar and nicotine values by itself will not
contribute to the brand, and therefore it must be shown in comparison
to other brands .
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5. Lucky Strike

In order to strengthen this cigarette within the mainstream of young
adults, it is recommended to smother Lucky Strike's "Tough"
positioning and replace it with a more sociable one which is more
directed at achievement. In others words, not tough and threatening by
itself, but connected with sports races (motor cycles) .
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CHAPTER 2 - METHOD & STRUCTURE OF THE GROUPS

The research into Kent cigarettes was conducted through 10 focus groups as
follows :

1 . Eight groups were conducted among young men and women aged 18-
25. Two of these groups were conducted among young men and young
women who smoke Kent, Kent Lights and Kent Super Lights .

Six other groups were held among younger men and women who
smoked other brands .

2. Two additional groups were held, one among men and the second
among women aged 28-39 who smoke Kent, Kent Lights and Kent
Super Lights .

The groups were conducted during the month of July 1996 at the Brandman
Center in Tel Aviv .

The research findings were analysed at the Brandman Institute offices in Tel
Aviv .
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CHAPTER 3 - DETAILED FINDING S

1 . Life Styles
During the focus groups, the participants characterised the various life
styles of young people in Israel . The participants agreed that it is
possible to characterise a wide range of life styles of young people in
Israel, according to the identifying characteristics of external
appearance (clothing, hairstyle, and accessories) ; according to obvious

personality traits ; according to habits of enteand music preferences ; and
according to the way in which they handle their everyday lives and
their goals .

Life styles were placed in five categories according to the relationship
of the participants with these styles : Whether they are perceived as
being within the mainstream, or outside it, and whether they represent a
role model or are considered to be repellent .

As can be seen, the cigarettes smoked by the different groups of life
styles are different from the point of view of strength . The identification
between a certain brand and certain life styles, are detailed in the
section that discusses in the image of the brands .

1 . Life styles within the mainstream and representing role models

l .a Leaders

The participants defined Leaders as being at the peak of their social
accomplishment and the most successful role model . The success of
leaders is internalised within them, therefore they are not perceived as
requiring status symbols and their use is perceived as being
unimportant to them .

"The elite", "style", "always in fashion", "nice cars", "drive a 1995

BMW", "you can be a leader without money", "won't get involved
with people who do not suit them", "select those people who come
near them", "work in an office occupation with an air-conditioner",
"have learned something about life" .

Leaders listen to a wide range of music and like many types and styles
in music, primarily "modern", "alternative", "acid", and "MTV" .

They would generally smoke cigarettes of the Lights type .
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I .b Hammers / Spikes / Shackles

The participants defined Hammers as people who "succeed in

everything they put their band to". Hammers do not check the scale of

their social success because a Hammer does "what he wants" and does

not necessarily succeed according to accepted norms .

"You mustn't start with them", "they go down well with girls", "they
go into any club", "succeeders", "they have many contacts", and "they
are the sort who can do anything".

Lior Miller and Sylvester Stallone are identified with them .

The Spikes are defined as "people who can do anything" in a certain
field, "they are more focused", "like Micky Berkovitz" .

The music they prefer is modem music, such as "House", "and they
smoke strong cigarettes, not Lights ones" .

In contrast to the Leaders, the Hammers (and the Spikes) do not
necessarily come from the same social fabric . Just the opposite, they
demand the highest possible standards in their specific field thanks to
their abilities and not due to their social status or the community in
which they were bom .

I .c Yuppies / North Tel-Avivian s

The participants defined Yuppies and North Tel-Avivians as people
who are highly placed on the ladder of social success . This success is
more internalised by them than the Classics and less than the Leaders .
They serve as a role model for the Classics . Their success is more
defined in the field of economics than intellectually . "A high economic
basis", "money first and foremost", "a role model for Israelis", "a good
life of money and status", "intellectual image and a status of money" .

The participants expressed dissatisfaction towards the unjustified
arrogance of the Yuppies and the North Tel-Avivians : "they look at the
whole world as if it is full of uncultured louts", "spoilt", "snobs", "they

are too proud on the backs of their fathers" .

Externally, they appear like the Classics and also property and a flashy
car is important to them, but this is in contrast to the Classics . The
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Yuppies have a strong economic and symbolic base . Status represents
for them a reflection of their success and not an attempt to displa y

success, but more than the Leaders it is important for them to display
their success . The main distinction between them is that the leaders
"have old money" and the Yuppies "have new money" .

The music they prefer is music of the eighties and alternative music .

Most of them smoke drugs and Lights type cigarettes .

L d The thoughtful / serious / know-what-they-are-doing types

The thoughtful and serious types are linked to a conventional course in
life: "they finish the army and university, get married, and their life is
pre-ordained", "they think ahead" .

They are perceived as people who aim at a certain target and invest all
of their resources in attaining that goal : "they will not take an

unconsidered step" ; "they are not spontaneous" .

Their lives are perceived as free of the bonds of the world and, as a
result, their lives are boring : "an ordinary life is boring", "they
wouldn't go to night-clubs", "they don't waste money" .

The music they would prefer, as indicated by the participants, is
classical music and Pink Floyd .

Most of them do not smoke, and those of them who do would prefer
the Lights type cigarettes . They are role models for the distant future,
but not to the very young, and they completely personify the
mainstream.

2 . Constituting a role model but outside of the mainstream

Toughs

The participants defined the Toughs as a type with the behavioural
traits of "a quiet lout", but he does not belong to the Hoods group
because he succeeds in achieving his aims : "it is more of an act", "he
wants people to see and hear him", "Casablan", "broad-chested",

"must be shown attention", "to be different", "plays it cool and looks
down on everyone", "he doesn't have to talk", "he can silence people
with a look" .
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The Tough does not look like a Lout but like a person who is "ordinary
from a town", and his powers derive from his charismatic personality
and not from external demonstrations .

The Tough prefers to hear the Doors and smokes strong cigarettes .

The Tough presents a role model who has lost his attraction and is now
in the process of withdrawal outside of the mainstream .

For young people, the Tough is associated with role models of their
parents' generation .

3. Styles within the mainstream which neither repel nor represent a role
mode l

3.a The Integrators

The participants defined Integrators as people who do not have their
own style and who develop the style of the surroundings in which they
find themselves at any given moment .

Some of the participants looked favourably on this style and claimed
that "they see advantages everywhere they find themselves", "they
want to taste everything", "they do not limit themselves", "they can
manage in any society" and also "each one of us is an Integrator, all of
us try to adapt to the place you find yourself' .

But other participants see this style as something negative and lacking
spine: "they try to copy", "they don't belong", "wherever he finds
himself, he tries to imitate others", "wants to be accepted in any
society", "he doesn't know who he is" .

The Integrators do not have a preferred musical style : "they will listen
to whatever is playing around them" and to a similar extent, it is not
clear whether they smoke or not, or whether they smoke a Lights or a
strong type of cigarette: "it all depends on their surroundings" .

Most of the participants identified themselves as belonging to this
group .

3.b The Classics / Extroverts / Clowns

The participants defined the Classics and the Extroverts as people who
succeed in integrating into modern society and who follow its
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standards. However, this inte gration is mostly superficial, and is
primarily based on status symbols, which causes them to continue

making an effort to show that they belong.
"They look good all the time", "imitation grooming", "put on a show",
"they pamper themselves", "they dress well", "elegant clothes", "get
involved with loads of girls", "they go out to discotheques and not to
pubs", "like to go out and enjoy themselves", "live for the moment",
"like to pamper themselves", and mainly "enjoy status", "such things

as a car and property are important for him", "the fastest car,
convertible and red", "a flashy sports car" .

That is to say, these are a certain type of "Integrator" who succeed
rather well in integrating in the yuppie life style .

The music they would listen to is modem music such as Dance and
Acid, or instrumental music from films .

The participants agreed that most of them smoke, but could not decide
whether this would be Lior strong type cigarettes .

4 . Life styles of abnormal people and those who arouse revulsion

4 .a Detached people / not serious peopl e

The participants defined Detached as people who rebel against the laws
of modem society but who do not have any alternative perception, such
that the result is a separation from society and life without any purpose :
"they take their lives easy", "detached from life and from
responsibility", "who travel or who are en route to the East", "did not
find themselves", "they don't care about anything" .

The preferred place of residence for them is "homeless" .

Their external appearance is unique and different which is also an
expression of their rebellion from the accepted norms of society: "they
don't care how they look", "they don't take showers", "long hair",
"loafers" .

Participants reported that they do not represent a majority of society,

but that the number of detached people is gradually increasing .
Furthermore, the participants indicated that this style almost completely
characterises young people and upon becoming adults, this detache d
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style vanishes: "there are practically no adults like this", "up to age 25
maximum", "up to the army - in the army they change" .

The participants indicated that : "all of the detached smoke", "also that
they smoke drugs", "they smoke large quantities of cigarettes and
never of the Lights variety . Their preferred cigarettes would be
Noblesse" .

Their preferred music is that which is outside of the mainstream :
"Reggae music", "trance", "heavy metal rock".

A small number of the participants identified themselves as belonging
to the "detached" group during the years of their youth prior to being
inducted into the army .

4 .b Spacemen / Freaks

The types defined as Spacemen are very similar in their mode of life to
the Detacheds: "they roam about all of their lives", "but there is a
significant difference between them" .

While Detacheds do not have a definition of a life style which could be
termed desirable, and are satisfied with rebelling against the norms of
society, the Spacemen, according to the participants, are definite and
are aware of their chosen way of life . They also rebel against the
accepted norms of society, but they have an alternative : "floating
philosophers", "closed within the world they have built for
themselves", "they have different thoughts" .

Their external appearance is markedly different from the Detacheds,
they are not neglected, but well polished in a different way from the
accepted norm : "their glowing clothes in Shenkin", "their tightly fitting
suits in shocking colours" .

Their preferred places of entertainment are such pubs as : Bonhomme,
Minzar and Ha'GOWa. They listen to music from India or advanced
Israeli music such as Roquefort . They smoke strong cigarettes .
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5 . Life styles within the mainstream but which are not acceptable

5 .a Simpletons / Suckers / Nerds

The participants defined Simpletons, Suckers and Nerds as people who
find it difficult to function correctly in modern society. They are
perceived as people who live in a home environment hothouse, and

who are cut off and who therefore do not develop sufficiently to enable
them to "manage outside", "good kids who don't do anything wrong",
"accept anything from their parents", "do not fight, receive everything
on a silver platter", "they don't get into trouble", "good people", and
who also "rely upon society in general" .

Such people are perceived as not harming society : "good people", "live
their lives quietly", and "do not look for arguments" . However, to a
similar extent they are perceived as those which society hurts : "you can
work on them", and also "they get worked on all the time" .

They are defined as naive and can be identified as people "who are
insecure", "are not sharp", "have white skin", "with glasses", "plod
along behind" and even "stupid" .

The music such types would prefer is "Israeli music - Remembrance
Day type songs", "army bands", "Shoshana Demari" and "music of the
Sixties" .

The vast majority do not smoke and those who do would prefer the
Lights type cigarettes-

Many participants identified their friends as belonging to this life style .

5 .b Hoods

The participants defined Hoods as people who recognise the laws of
society and who try with all their might to succeed in it, but they act in
ways which are incorrect and which separate them from the
mainstream. They do not win social approval despite their efforts . "Toy

- criminals", "a lot of hot air", "they are looking for a fight all the time",
"they play the gangster", "they do deals", "if you say a word out of
turn to them near people, they could kill" .

Hoods can be identified according to : "flashy", "1982 BMW', "go

around all day in the streets and with friends", "their mode of speech
and dress is different", "they hold the cigarettes the wrong way
around", "harm people", "work in a garage", "do manual labour" .
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The preferred places of entertainment for these people are Oriental
style night-clubs, and the music they would listen to is "heavy rock",
.,at full volume" .

The participants indicated the lack of success of the Hoods to attain
their objectives: "once they ruled society, but today less so", "people
don't take them into account" and in short "a revolting bunch" .

The Hoods, like the Toughs, are perceived as a group that once

represented a role model but one that has fallen out of favour . The
participants from South Tel-Aviv complained that : "for the North Tel-
Avivians, anyone who lives in South Tel-Aviv is a Lout" .

5.c The Dry and "Baredim" types

The participants defined the dry types as people without motivation in
life . In contrast with the suckers, who try to integrate into society and

to follow its rules, the dry types are not interested in integrating through
a lack of motivation . "Their parents are Polish and don't let them
breathe", "they don't do anything", "they don't go to the beach", "they
don't fool around with girls", "they don't go out"

The participants show a dislike and a lack of understanding for this
way of life : "they don't get anything out of it", "they simply do not do
anything", "they are tired all the time" .

The participants determined that they "do not listen to music because
they don't have the strength", "there is no music that they like because
they do not like anything" and in the event of them listening to music, it
would be completely outside the mainstream of the youth : "listening to
Mozart", "Yehoram Gaon", "Greek music" .

The participants did not succeed in agreeing whether these types smoke
or not, or whether they would prefer strong or Lights cigarettes . The

"Baredim" types are in the lower part of the style scale and not one of
the participants saw himself, or any of his friends, as belonging to this
class .
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2. Attitudes towards cigarettes among young smokers

Smoking trends amongyouung peopl e

The participants unanimously agreed that smoking habits today are
undergoing change . The participants reported the changes depending
upon the perspective of their age, so that the younger participants

claimed that many more smoke today than before: "because life is
difficult", "the reality is much more pressured than in the past", "today
you have to contend with an hysterical pace of life that places
tremendous pressure upon you".

In fact, they reported about a transition between adolescence and
young adulthood, a transition which is accompanied by an increase in
smoking, and an increase in the rate of smokers among their friends,
i .e . they related to the changes which have commenced within their age
group. However, it should be noted that the young adults feel a social
pressure which has been gradually increasing over the course of their
later adolescent years, and that it is this pressure which leads them to
smoke.

The older participants claimed that today they smoke less : "thereis
more and more awareness of the damage to your health", "there is
more awareness of quality of the environment", "smokers today are
considered to be revolting and are more and more being considered
pariahs", "people are distancing themselves more and more from
smokers". In other words, older smokers pay attention to the social
pressure from the rest of society (not only from their age group) which
is acting against smoking giving them an uncomfortable feeling .

Regarding cigarette type, the young participants almost unanimously
agreed that "without doubt people are more likely to smoke Lights
cigarettes", "many more Lights", "an improvement in awareness
regarding health, causes more people to move over to Lights

cigarettes", "with all the awareness to the damage that cigarettes cause,
people prefer to smoke Lights cigarettes" .

On the other hand, the older participants believe that the rate of those
smoking strong cigarettes is similar or higher than those who smoke

Lights cigarettes, and in any event, women are more likely to smoke
Lights cigarettes than men.
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All participants agreed that in the future they would smoke more Lights
cigarettes .

What is a Lights cigarette ?

Attitudes towards Lights cigarettes are comprised of three strata :
primarily, it is perceived as a cigarette which is more comfortable to
smoke physically (less phlegm, fewer headaches and less oppressive) ;
secondly, it is perceived as being less harmful ; and thirdly, it is
described as a cigarette which contains less nicotine .

In their attempts to demonstrate and explain what a Lights cigarette
actually is, the participants went over the entire smoking process and
they indicated for each phase that "Lights cigarettes are less
oppressive", and "easier to get along with" .

In this framework, the participants indicated that "it facilitates the flow
of smoke in your throat", "the flavour is more delicate", "less stink
remains in your mouth", "you don't get a headache after a number of
cigarettes", "you can smoke more cigarettes", "you don't get phlegm in
the morning", "it is easier to breathe" .

In the second stratum, Lights are considered as a cigarette which is less
harmful than normal cigarettes . Beyond the everyday improvement, the
participants indicated that "with Lights you die more slowly", and also
"you get cancer later" .

The overwhelming majority of participants reported that the reason
why Lights cigarettes are lighter stems from the fact that it has less
nicotine than regular cigarettes. In other words, that there is a
significant difference in the actual blend relative to regular cigarettes :
`regular cigarettes contain more nicotine than Lights cigarettes and this
is what makes the difference".

A single participant indicated that Lights cigarettes have less tar . The
remaining participants did not indicate that Lights cigarettes had less of
any other substances, other than nicotine .

Only a few participants believe that Lights cigarettes are lighter

because they are less compacted, or that the filter is longer, or filters
better. In other words that there is no difference in the blend itself, as
compared with regular cigarettes, but that the difference is in the
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quantity: "there is less tobacco in the cigarette", "they put less tobacco
in and spread it out inside the cigare tte such that it is less compacted",

"the filter is longer", "the filter is more dense and filters better" .
A single participant believed that this is a completely different type of
tobacco : "it is connected with the tobacco types, and also how dry the
leaves are" .

(Regarding the significance of the terms `nicotine' and `tar' for the
participants, see Section 3 .) .

Attitudes towards Lights cigarette s

The overwhelming majority of participants who smoke cigarettes of the
Lights variety, and also those who smoke regular cigarettes, indicated
that Lights cigarettes are a kind of compromise, primarily among the
older smokers . "You are giving up the real thing" . The regular cigarette
smokers took a stronger view : "smoking straw", "you're kidding
yourself that you're smoking" .

From the reports of the older participants, it appears that when they
began smoking they all smoked regular cigarettes . Among the younger
smokers (under 20s), it was found that most of them started smoking
Lights cigarettes . Among young females also it was found that they
started smoking Lights cigarettes straightaway .

Most of the Lights cigarette smokers indicated that they would continue
to smoke regular cigarettes until they reached the situation whereby
"you've got no other choice" . These participants reported that they
reached a point where they were suffering from severe physical
hardships which forced them to discontinue smoking regular cigarettes .
Taking into account the fact that a complete cessation of smoking was
no option, the alternative was to move over to Lights cigarettes . "I
smoked Camel for many years and it was not until I was completely
choking that I moved over to Lights cigarettes", "when you smoke
regular cigarettes for a very long time, your lungs fill up with tar and
you can't breathe properly, then you move on to Lights cigarettes" .

It should be indicated that the older participants who experienced such
difficulties preferred staying with regular cigarettes . To help their
situation, they moved over to regular cigarettes that were perceived a s
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being lighter, such as moving over from "Time" to "Kent" or to
"Parliament" .

The younger participants reported that Lights cigarettes are a
satisfactory alternative. The picture shown is that of satisfaction and
contentment with Lights cigarettes . The participants do not talk with
nostalgia and longing for the period when they smoked regular
cigarettes, but are satisfied with the present situation which allows
them to enjoy smoking and at the same time very much reducing all of
the unpleasant side effects they experienced in the past .

However, satisfaction with Lights cigarettes is not complete . Many
Lights cigarette smokers indicated that there are situations in which
they feet the need for a regular cigarette, and this is not necessarily for
a physical purpose : "after a heavy meal", "when I am edgy", "when I
want to pamper myself', "on weekends", "when I feel very light in the
lungs", etc .

Individual participants indicated that they moved over to smoking
Lights cigarettes only from the belief that it is a healthier cigarette . In
other words, they did not reach the "situation of choking", but moved
over to Lights cigarettes out of a voluntary decision to reduce the risk :
"if I am already smoking, let it at least be a Lights cigarette", "it is less
injurious to your health - that's how it is" .

From what the participants in all the groups said, it is possible to draw
a conclusion that the status of Lights cigarettes is perceived as more
legitimate among the younger smokers than the older smokers .
Furthermore, Lights cigarettes are perceived as more normative for
women than regular cigarettes, and in certain societies Lights cigarettes
are perceived as more normative for men than regular cigarettes (as one
student reported at a managerial college : "with us at college it is more
`in' to smoke Lights cigarettes" .
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3. Attitudes towards Tar and Nicotine Values

Awareness of the terms :

Nicotine

The term `nicotine' was known to all participants. All participants
perceived nicotine as a constituent harmful to the health of the smoker .

The most frequent assumption was that nicotine is tar . Half of the
participants linked nicotine to the colour yellow "that appears in the
filter" . The remaining participants did not succeed in guessing what
colour it was, and only individuals guessed that its colour was black :
"the black that's inside", "the black tar" .

Beyond this muddled idea, the participants did not know what nicotine
was: "an anaesthetic drug", "poison", "something negative", "coal",
"one of the 4,000 poisons in cigarettes" . Two solitary participants
thought that nicotine is the addictive drug in cigarettes : "a substance
found in tobacco that causes an addiction to tobacco", "the addictive
drug" .

Tar

The term `tar' was recognised by two partonly . One of them, at first
spontaneously mentioned the term `tar' in English, and thereafter it
appeared that he also knew the significance of the Hebrew word for tar .
Another participant knew, after being prompted, that "the Hebrew
word `itran' is tar" .

The other participants reported that they had never heard of tar (in
English or in Hebrew), and were inclined to misuse the Hebrew word
`itran' with `nitran' (which sounds like `sodium') .

Despite this complete lack of familiarity with the word, as the
discussion was both about nicotine and tar, a small portion of the
participants succeeded in understanding that this was something
negative found in cigarettes and they even associated it as being of a
black colour . "This can't be something good", "all of the rubbish", "it
comes together - the strength and the amount of nicotine", "something
revolting" .
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Other participants attempted to make the assumption that this was "a

cigarette importer", "a surplus of something", "a type of tobacco" and
"a gas" .

The older female participants were the only ones who raised a positive
connotation to the term: "something neutralising", "something good in
my opinion", "less heavy" .

At a later stage, upon presentation of nicotine and tar values, which are
on cigarette packs, all of the participants immediately understood at the
start of the presentation that they were being shown something negative
found in cigarettes, and which has a connection with the strength and
taste of the cigarette.

It can be stated that, at this stage, a uniformity was created between the
perception of nicotine and that of tar.

Attitudes towards the numerical values of tar and nicotin e

Prior to the presentation of the values, participants assumed that higher
values of the above terms meant stronger cigarettes from all points of
view that had earlier been referred to, such as : "the amount of smoke",
"the burning feel in the throat", "that is bad for your health", etc .

Concomitantly, the participants associated the numerical values of tar
and nicotine to the taste of the cigarette . The higher the number, the
stronger the flavour . (Not necessarily tastier, because the participants
strongly claimed that taste is subjective) . The participants had no idea
about the numerical values of nicotine and tar prior to their
presentation .

During the course of the discussion, and after the participants had been
exposed to various numerical values, it appeared that the participants
had internalised the significance of the numerical values, whereby they
built a scale from I mg tar and 0 .1 mg nicotine up to 15 mg tar and
1 .22 mg nicotine . "It comes together, strength and the amount of tar",
"the optimum cigarette is the one that combines the maximum taste
with the minimum harm to the smoker", "the optimum cigarette
contains about 7 mg tar", "something like 7 mg tar" and "0 .8 mg
nicotine" or, in short, "in the middle", "not too high and not too low",
"in the middle - so that you can taste the flavour but not choke" .
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Other participants continued to claim that "what determines is the
number of cigarettes smoked" .

Perception of the influence of publicising the value s

In principle, all of the participants agreed that it would be better, and
even obligatory, to publicise the values on cigarette packets : "it is not
possible that you buy 2 packs of cigarettes every day and yet you don't
know what's inside", "today, they advertise what every product
contains". Many participants compared the publication of the values to
announcing tables of calories which appear on products . "It's like the
calorie tables", "today, there is much more awareness about things, and
in the same way they publish the calories, so they should also publicise
this" .

After this in principle agreement, when the participants were asked to
try to estimate whether the publication of the values would influence
"the man on the street", there were two main reactions .

The overwhelming majority of participants stated that they, themselves,
would not change the brand of cigarette they smoked . "It doesn't affect
me at all", "I would not change my brand of cigarette in any event", "I
would never change my brand of cigarette", "as far as I'm concerned,
let them draw a football on it - so long as they don't tamper with the
cigarette, I don't care" .

Individual participants admitted that the new information caused them
to consider changing : "I smoke Lucky Strike, and this has caused me to
think again", "a person has to consider his health" .

But when the participants attempted to assess the reaction in the
general population, opinions were reversed and most of the participants
indicated that in their opinion many people would take note and would
be affected by the publication of values : "many people would change
the cigarettes they smoke", "it is lucky that they don't make these
focus groups for everyone, otherwise everyone would stop smoking" .

Despite this, the majority claimed that the numerical values would

cause movement within a brand, but would not influence the transition
between brands . In other words, whoever smokes Marlboro would be
more persuaded to speed up his transition to Marlboro Lights, but not
to another brand.
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A large proportion of participants indicated a specific population who
would be influenced by such a publication and the most frequent

assumption determined that those who would be most affected would
be those who are beginning to smoke or who have not yet decided on a
specific cigarette . "This suits those who have just begun to smoke",
"those people who have just started smoking would take note", "if
somebody hadn't yet found his particular cigarette, he would take these
things into account", "those who are at a transition phase can decide
also according to what is written" .

A minority of participants believe that the publication of the values
would not have any effect on the population, and especially not on
veteran smokers . "If you are already smoking it, it doesn't matter",
"whoever is a smoker is already addicted, and this won't help him",
"whoever smokes knows that all of it is harmful, so these milligrams
would not affect him" .

It can be concluded and stated that, in general, the most frequently
mentioned reaction among the participants was: It won't change
anything for me, but for a lot of people it will" .

In other words, most of the participants admitted indirectly and
consequentially that the publication of the numerical values would have
a significance for them, and that they would undergo a process of
change in everything connected with their smoking behaviour .

The effect of numerical values on brand imag e

The exposure process to the numerical values was followed with great
interest by the participants . They showed a high rate of involvement
and great curiosity, and reacted emotionally to the numerical values of
the various brands .

Interestingly enough, despite the lack of their previous knowledge of
the term `tar', they gave the numerical values for `tar' the same
importance as they gave to the numerical values for `nicotine' .

During the exposure to the various numerical values for `tar' and
`nicotine' in the various cigarettes, it appeared that most of the illusions
that the participants had regarding the relative strength levels of the
brands withstood the test of reality, such that virtually no surprise s
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were observed nor were there any noisy outbursts . In any event, the
participants were surprised regarding the number of brands .

In general, it is significant that "the pleasant surprises" were for those
brands whose numerical values were lower than what the participants
had expected (relative to other brands), and that the "unpleasant
surprises" were for those brands whose numerical values were higher
than expected.

In reaction to these surprises, there was confirmation of the fact that the
participants did, indeed, place importance on numerical values that
would appear on the packs, such that these would provide an additional
criterion in selecting a brand for the smoker.

Changes to the benefit of the image of Lucky Strike, Kent and Camel
are expected from a publicatiof values .

The following are the brands for which there was a gap between the
participants' illusion regarding the cigarette and after the exposure to
the real numerical values: Camel, Marlboro Lights, Parliament Lights,
Lucky Strike and Winston, LM .

Furthermore, for the younger participants, the values for Kent were
surprising. Kent I and Kent Super Lights surprised everyone .

When the participants were exposed to the fact that Marlboro cigarettes
contain 15 mg tar, there was an expectation to find a higher level in
Camel: "at least 17", "25 at least", "much more" . The dissonance
aroused following the knowledge that Camel cigarettes contain 14 .6 mg
tar was reconciled by the fact that the level of nicotine in Camel is
higher (1 mg for Marlboro v . 1 .1 mg for Camel) .

Marlboro Lights and Parliament Lights cigarettes surprised the
participants inasmuch as the values were extremely high in their
opinion: "relative to Lights cigarettes", "relative to what we expected" .

Winston surprised the participants with the high levels of nicotine,
higher than expected: "that's a lot!", "this is a most significant
difference" .
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Reaction to the numerical values for Kent

The perception of the participants towards Kent matched the recorded
values. The participants expected this cigarette to contain less tar and
nicotine than Marlboro, but stronger than Parliament . But the younger
participants, who ranked Kent (shorts) as a strong cigarette, were
surprised by its lower values relative to Marlboro .

The revelation that the values for Parliament Lights are no less than
expected, and that they are very close to the values for Kent Lights,
together with the fact that the positioning of Parliament Lights as an
especially mild cigarette is well instilled in the awareness of the
participants, leads them to perceive Kent Lights as a more positive
cigarette and one that is less harmful .

Up to the point of exposing the values, most of the participants
believed that Kent Super Lights was the mildest cigarette among those
presented : "you don't feel it", "better not to smoke at all" .

The participants were not familiar with Kent I and were inclined to
associate the number 'I' as being a marketing ploy : "Kent No. I" .
Therefore, they had no assumptions regarding its values, despite that
individual participants identified it as the mildest cigarette .

After exposure to the values of Kent Super Lights, and especially Kent
1, the perception of the participants changed completely . Kent Super
Lights, which had been defined as "excessive" and "too much", was
redefined and was placed closer on the scale of "the logical" cigarettes .
Some of the participants, primarily the Kent smokers, even considered
trying it and perhaps even moving over "if the taste is right" .

The discovery that Kent I is not only the mildest cigarette relative to
the other cigarettes, but also very mild relative to the range of
expectations of the participants, aroused stormy reactions for
ostracising the cigarette, even more stormy than the previous reactions

to Kent Super Lights . "Pure air has more effect than Kent I", "you
breathe in air and breathe out smoke", "better to smoke straw", "no
one would smoke such a thing" . In fact, it was associated with those
people "who want to hold a cigarette in their hand, but not to really
smoke".

Despite the positive reactions, which the Kent cigarettes had enjoyed
(from the point of view of the numerical values), it was clear that thes e
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values in themselves would not suffice in causing smokers to move
over from other brands to Kent .

However, within the Kent brand itself, there are likely to be those who
would make a change (such as from Kent to Kent Lights, and from
Kent Lights to Kent Super Lights) . Furthermore, the numerical values
for Kent would strengthen the loyalty of current smokers to their brand .
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4. Primary criteria of brand mapping

In all groups, the participants tended to create brand mapping for

cigarettes primarily according to the level of strength and quality
perceived for the cigarettes .

They categorised the brands according to strength and quality ; too
strong and low a quality; to quality Lights ; and Super Lights and lower
quality .

In other words, the participants pointed to an inverted U type
correlation between the between cigarette strength and quality,
whereby the medium strength cigarettes are also perceived as being of
high quality, but that the too mild cigarettes or the too strong cigarettes
are perceived as being of lower quality .

Of course, brands were found which deviate from this rule . Take, for
example, Camel . It was described as being too strong, but is still
considered as being of high quality . Also, Parliament Lights were

described as too mild but of high quality .

The categorisation of the cigarettes according to criteria of strength
fitted this assumption as expected, as did the categorisation of
cigarettes according to the scale of machoism against femininity . Thus,
brands which are positioned close to the higher limit of the strength
criterion were described as macho cigarettes for certain men, and were
never considered feminine cigarettes (such as Marlboro Red, Camel
and Noblesse) . Women who smoke these were described as
exceptional women (like "tomboys" or "very career-orientated

women").

On the other hand, brands which were positioned on the low limit of

the strength criterion, were described as feminine cigarettes for female
leaders, but not suitable for men (such as Parliament Lights 100's) .
Those young men interested in belonging to the mainstream, had no
choice but to choose brands positioned in the centre of the scale
between strong and mild cigarettes, where the leading brand is
Marlboro Lights .

In other words, the brands were also categorised by their association
with the mainstream as against their association with minorities outside
the mainstream .
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This criterion of associative groups of smokers can be further
categorised according to the life styles of the smoker identified with the

brand .

Thus, it is possible to categorise the life styles for the various brands
according to those groups associated with them, and which the smoker
identifies himself with (such as Marlboro Lights) ; or to those which he
aspires to identify with (such as Time or Kent Shorts) ; in a full or
partial way (such as Camel or Parliament) ; or those he would prefer to
stay way from (like Time and Kent for the younger participants) .

Here already a partial correlation was found between the strength of
cigarette and its being associated with one of the three abovementioned
associative groups .

Additional characteristics which influences the positioning of a brand in
one of these three associative groups are :

Cigarette price ; country of manufacture; historical brand advertising ;
history of the brand in Israeli society . "History" is a most complex
variable and is affected by rumours, myths, historical turning points,
and identification with various life styles in the history of the brand .

Thus, for example, Kent is affected by "historic" turning points such as
the removal of the logo (the castle) from the cigarette ; Lucky Strike is
affected today by the rumour being spread that it is "a dangerous
cigarette whose import to Canada is banned", or the awareness that it is
more `in' to smoke Lights, that has turned Marlboro 100's cigarette
smokers to Marlboro Lights .

The influence of advertising on brand character is very much different
from the influence of advertising on other sectors .

The influence is perceived as being much slower acting and of longer
lasting duration in comparison with other sectors . Most of the
participants in all groups do not remember advertisements in the short
term, and they rely on accumulated memories from the long term
advertising of the brand .

This situation apparently derives both from the lack of advertising on

the real-time media (such as T .V. and bill boards), and from the
characteristic conservatism of cigarette brand advertising . A clear
example of this is the lack of awareness of any specific advert for
Marlboro Lights .
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On the other hand, there is a most significant awareness of fixeelements
in long-standing advertising of certain brands, such as Kent's "beautiful
people and the yacht", Marlboro Red's "cowboy", Lucky Strike's
"motorbike", and Camel's "adventurer" .

The following section will deal with the attitudes towards each of the
brands in the research (both from aspects of its positioning on the brand
map and also from aspects associated with defined life styles .
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5. Brand Positioning

Marlboro

Regular Marlboro cigarettes were nicknamed by most of the
participants as "Marlboro Red" . It is perceived as a veteran cigarette
but not old-fashioned, which has succeeded in maintaining its quality
image built up in the past. Marlboro is perceived as a very strong,
quality cigarette, and the target population for Marlboro Red is
perceived as being comprised almost exclusively of men .

In the past, Marlboro was positioned in the centre of the mainstream
but today, following changes in the public's awareness into matters
such as the connection between health and smoking, Marlboro has
yielded its position to Marlboro Lights, while preserving a significant
portion of its image elements .

Men who smoke Marlboro are defined as "Toughs" and "Simpletons",
and the meaning is : "men who do what they want", "men who are sure
of themselves" .

The participants' perception of Marlboro smokers is based on the many
years of fixed advertising . They are first and foremost men: "women
who smoke Marlboro are either tombovs or career girls", and the
meaning is that these women are exceptional .

The older participants perceived Marlboro smokers as tough guys, even
more than the younger smokers. In the collage that was built, an
expensive whisky bottle appears .

Those who do not smoke Marlboro Red added indicators to the profile
of these smokers as "Hoods" . On the other hand, those who do smoke
Marlboro Red characterised the smokers as "Classics", and all of them
agreed that Marlboro Red smokers are "types who travel in and
deserts".

Many of the younger Marlboro Lights smokers do not feel a link or
identification with the population of Marlboro Red smokers, and they
are not interested in being identified with them . On the other hand,
many of the regular cheaper brand cigarette smokers (such as Lucky
Stake and LM) still relate to Marlboro Red as to an ideal . Marlboro
Red is still perceived as being ideal for adult, male smokers .
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Among Marlboro Lights smokers, only a minority were found who
"missed" Marlboro Red . In other words, a clear anomaly was found in

relation to Marlboro . On the one hand, it is still perceived as a very
high quality, regular cigarette, but on the other hand it is perceived as
being not normative for the majority of the younger smokers in the
groups .

Marlboro Lights

Marlboro Lights has taken the position Marlboro regular at the centre
of the mainstream . The perceived target population for Marlboro Lights
is undefined because it is perceived as being suitable for all smoker
types .

Marlboro Lights is perceived as being a strong cigarette relative to
Lights cigarettes, and is also perceived as being of high quality .

Marlboro Lights smokers are less defined than regular Marlboro
smokers . Marlboro Lights is not identified with a specific population .
In the main, it is possible to deduce that participants perceive Marlboro
smokers as Leaders, Classics, or Yuppies, and the meaning is towards
successful bourgeois people, who successfully integrate into the
modem Western lifestyle .

The difference between Classics, Leaders and Yuppies involves the
level of internalisation and integration into the modem world, where the
Leaders are located at a higher position than the Classics, whose
positioning in the modern world is perceived as more superficial than
internal . In any event, all of them transmit, and live, a universal lifestyle
of young people in the Western world .

From what the participants reported, it transpires that they do not feel
any alienation and are able to identify themselves with Marlboro Lights

smokers, because the common denominator of Marlboro Lights
smokers is minimal, such that anyone considering himself modem to
any extent or internalised, is able to identify with the population of
Marlboro Lights smokers .

In the collages prepared by the participants, the wide common
denominator of Marlboro Lights smokers was noted . The participants
selected pictures which transmitted unisex, such as the advertisement s
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of Calvin Klein where the stereotypes themselves are similar to the
"neighbour opposite" .

It is interesting that in the collages for Marlboro Lights, no elements of
the brand advertising were seen . In fact, the participants had not
succeeded in clearly recalling elements from Marlboro Lights
advertising .

Camel and Camel Light s

Camel, like Marlboro, is a veteran cigarette but not old-fashioned . The
perceived target population for this cigarette comprises young adult
males . It is perceived as a very high quality cigarette, like Marlboro,
but not too strong .

Camel is not positioned within the mainstream, also because it is too
strong and because it is directed at a specific population .

Camel smokers are defined as "Toughs" even more than Marlboro
smokers, and that they "don't care about anything" . But, unlike
Marlboro smokers, Camel smokers are defined in a more specific
fashion like "rich Noblesse smokers", and the meaning is for an
abrasive style, but in contrast with Noblesse smokers, who are
rebellious against what is customary in the modem world, Camel
smokers are perceived as belonging to the modem world and who rebel
against it up to a point .

Camel Lights creates a dissonance among participants . Those smoking
it are not defined by a certain style because Lights neutralise the power
of the cigarette and its smokers are not considered as belonging to the
"tough" lifestyle of Camel smokers, and in fact are left undefined . In
practice, it is significant that the participants have still not formed a
clear opinion about the term "Camel Lights" .

The participants do not feel close to the population of Camel smokers .
To the same extent they do not feel alienation, but esteem, and to a
lesser degree even a craving to "be like them" .
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Parliament and Parliament Lights

Parliament is perceived as being the epitome of style . The target

population is perceived as Yuppies, Succeeders, and Leaders . A few
participants claimed that this is a cigarette that also appeals to Hoods .

Parliament is perceived as an elegant quality cigarette and despite its
being positioned too high and aimed at too specific a population,
Parliament was positioned in the centre of the mainstream as Marlboro
had been in the past .

Parliament smokers are perceived as people who have reached the peak
of their success in the modern world. They are defined as the most
trend-setting of leaders, and as successful Yuppies . They mean well-
polished people who have reached the epitome of their social and
economic success, unlike Marlboro Lights smokers who are defined as
still climbing the social ladder. The participants do not feel close to this
population, but there is a definite tendency to become like these people
in time .

Parliament Lights smokers are perceived as people who have been
given the last, final buff to their polish, but Parliament brand character
is associated with women . Owing to the fact that this is a l00's
cigarette, Parliament Lights smokers are more likely to be women than
men .

The motifs from the Parliament advertising appeared quite clearly in the
participants' collages . The blue colour, the black convertible car, and
symbols of polished success .

Lucky Strike and Lucky Strike Ligh t

Lucky Strike is perceived as a very strong cigarette but of lower
quality . It is not positioned within the mainstream and is devoid of any
aura of success . Within the groups it is clear that this is a brand which
has succeeded in taking a positioning among the macho young male
adults, but has quickly fallen by the wayside .

Lucky Strike smokers are perceived as "Hammers" and "courageous"
and as people who "take things through to the end" and who rebel
against what is customary in the modern world. The participants
percLucky Strike smokers as people who live dangerous and
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adventurous lives "primarily motorbikers" . Lucky Strike is perceived
as a "dangerous" cigarette whose target population is perceived as

comprising of young adventurers who "go to the end", like motorbikers
who make a good deal of noise and which spew large amounts of
smoke all around .

The collages created by the participants show their perception of
"going to the maximum" and daring .

The participants do not feel close to this style but it is significant that
there is a certain degree of admiration intertwined with their dislike of

this style .

In fact, it is possible to describe the problematic nature of Lucky Strike
as to being similar to that of Camel . The brand is positioned at the edge
of machoism and outside of the mainstream. However, unlike Caine],
which enjoys an image of being a high quality cigarette, Lucky Strike is
perceived as a cigarette of low quality . An additional difference is in
the perception of Camel as an older male cigarette and that of Lucky
Strike as being for young males .

The gap between Lucky Strike and Lucky Strike Lights is greater than
the gap between Camel and Camel Light . Lucky Strike Lights smokers
are not undefined .

LM

LM is perceived as a very strong cigarette and not of high quality at all .
The target population is perceived as people on the fringe like
"Russians" and "drunks" . LM is positioned far away from the
mainstream .

LM smokers are perceived as marginal people : "Detacheds", "drunks"

or "Russians" . The meaning is people who are completely cut off from
the modem way of life, are unaware of it and do not belong to it.

From the collages created by the participants, it is possible to see the
feeling of alienation and of non-belonging, and the feeling that the
participants are not interested in associating themselves with the LM

smoking population .
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LM Ligh t

LM Lights is perceived quite differently from LM regular cigarettes .
LM Lights is perceived as a mild cigarette but not excessively so but
also as being simple but not too simple .

The target population is perceived as comprising of primarily young
adults . In fact, LM Lights is perceived as a cheap equivalent to
Marlboro Lights both from the point of view of quality and also as
regards the target population .

LM Lights is positioned within the mainstream . LM Lights smokers are
perceived quite differently from regular LM smokers . LM Lights
smokers are perceived as a less successful version of Marlboro Lights
smokers . These are Yuppies who have just started, or Classics who
have not succeeded but who have been accepted by the modem world
and who are interested in succeeding in it, although for them the road is
still long .

In other words, LM Lights is perceived as the best economic

compromise to Marlboro Lights, both regarding flavour and strength
and from the aspect of image .

Participants feel an association and identification with LM Lights
smokers .

Winston

Winston is perceived as "a Marlboro Red of the new generation" . It is
perceived as a very strong and masculine cigarette and also as a quality
cigarette .

Winston is not positioned within the mainstream but overall, relative to

the regular cigarettes positioned outside the mainstream, it is the
closest .

The participants had not heard of Winston Lights .

In comparison with Winston and Lucky Strike, it appears that the

positioning of Winston will strengthen, and it represents an economic
alternative to Marlboro Red .
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6. The Attributes of Kent Cigarettes

Kent (Shorts)
The attitude towards Kent is characterised by anomalies and polarisation,
where Kent leads in the blue pack and in the short size .

On the one hand, there is overall agreement among most of the older
participants in the groups that Kent cigarettes are high quality cigarettes
which are neither too strong nor too mild, which are pleasant to smoke, which
are smooth and do not bum the throat and which are not oppressive .

On the other hand, Kent is perceived by young people as a dangerous
cigarette, that is more carcinogenic than other cigarettes, as a strong cigarette
with an aftertaste and of low quality . Also that they are poorer tasting and
bitter .

An attempt to analyse the attributes of Kent in the view of the younger
smokers, either 'rationally or methodically", shows that they are prepared to
describe Kent according to completely diverging characteristics, yet still feel
content with these non-consistent descriptions . The negative attitudes towards
Kent can be described as an erosive process . The older among the young
smokers are aware that Kent is a less strong cigarette, and they are prepared
also to accept that Kent is a quality cigarette even if it is not perceived as
their cigarette owing to reasons of self-image (as described in the following
section) .

However, the younger among them are not prepared to accept any positive
attribute regarding Kent, and also deny its positioning as a quality prestigious
American cigarette .

It was precisely the younger participants, who were more open to Lights
cigarettes, who reject Kent more than the older smokers . The dislike of Kent
is explained by low quality, "a dangerous cigarette", "a strong cigarette" .
Most of them had never tried Kent cigarettes and therefore are also unable to
base their complaints against Kent as "a strong and dangerous cigarette" . In
other words, the young smokers are unaware that Kent is in fact the mildest
cigarette of all the full flavour cigarettes .

As far as the older participants were concerned, Kent has passed a turning
point in its positioning in Israel a number of years ago . They identify the
turning point with when its logo (the castle) was removed from the cigarette
itself.
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Even current Kent smokers believe that there was a reduction in the quality of
Kent since this turning point, however they remain faithful to the brand
nevertheless .

Kent Light s

Kent Lights is perceived as a Lights cigarette . It is identified with the 100's
cigarettes and therefore is perceived also as sweeter and more feminine . Kent
Lights is perceived (incorrectly so) as the mildest cigarette in the Lights
category . Beyond this, the younger participants reject Kent Lights as a lower
quality cigarette and one that is not relevant for them, owing to its
identification with Kent .

Kent Super Lights and Kent I

Almost no-one in the groups had heard of these cigarettes (except for the
Kent smokers' groups in which there were several who had heard of Kent
Super Lights) .

Kent Super Lights is perceived as the most mild of all cigarettes, to the point
that it "lacks any taste whatsoever" . However, upon exposure to the
numerical values for tar and nicotine, its positioning improved and was
perceived as a possible alternative to Kent Light

See the discussion in the Section on 'tar and nicotine' .
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7. The Gap between Kent Smokers Self-image and their Image to
others

Kent

Kent, more than any other brand, suffers from a large gap between the self-
image of those smoking it and the image in the eyes of the young people who
do not smoke it.

Those who smoke Kent consider the brand to be a symbol of a "winner", and
those who do not smoke Kent see the brand as a symbol of a "loser" .

This gap is well demonstrated in all of the collages created by the group
participants . From these it can be seen that while the smoker perceives Kent
with the leader life style which signifies success, those who dislike Kent
perceive the brand as belonging primarily to Hoods, in other words, those
whose ambition it is to be leaders but who have failed, or those who just can't
succeed in their business or family lives .

This is how Kent smokers described Kent : "nice people, leaders, Ramat Aviv
Gimmel; considerate people, the better class businessman ; aesthetic people :
clean people ; the intelligentsia".

Those young men and women who do not smoke Kent describe the brand in
this way: "all of the louts are there, the simple people, the greeners, young
criminals ; those living in South Tel Aviv in Yad Elyahu, in the Hatikva
neighbourhood; a divorced woman who is sick of her life; loser adults and
who don't do anything with their lives ; wretchedpeople ; not everyone smokes
Kent, only the spacemen and louts (said in scour); the not quite so successful
a businessman .

The mood associated with Kent

The moods associated with Kent were also found to be quite different for
Kent smokers as opposed to those who dislike Kent .

Kent smokers have internalised the messages of peace and tranquillity which
appear in the Kent advertising and is also identified with the blue and white
colour of the packaging. Those who dislike Kent turn the peace and
tranquillity into symbols of boredom, being cut off and emptiness .
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This is how Kent smokers put it : "quiet classical music, quiet songs by
Pavarotti and Friends; beautiful songs about Israel like Arik Einstein ; suitable

for considerate and well integrated people ; relaxed people ; delicate and
relaxed" .

However, those who dislike Kent described the mood as "all of the boring

bored people, those who are not sexy, who do not search for challenges ; grey,
boring and oppressive ; they like oriental music" .

Identification of Kent as a cigarette for older people

In this regard, there is a smaller gap between the self-image of Kent smokers
and in the eyes of those who do not smoke Kent . All participants agreed that
Kent is less frequently smoked by young people . However, the younger the
Kent smokers are, the more they identified it as a cigarette for Yuppies and
young leaders, such that the rest of the participants in the groups identified it
as an adult cigarette that does not belong to the young ones at all .

"Young people don't smoke Kent ; adult women smoke Kent because Kent
has been on the market longer ; a woman who continues her habits over many
years, certainly over 40 years of age when Marlboro Lights were not in Israel ;
the older man with glasses is exactly suited to Kent ; the older lout with a pot
belly" .

Kent Lights

Younger and happier

Despite all that has been said above about Kent is also relevant for Kent
Lights, a number of clear differences appeared . Primarily, the mood which is
associated with Kent Lights is happy and more effervescent than Kent Short .
The Lights smokers are more perceived as being younger than the young Kent

smokers .

The different colours of Kent Lights (red) and the fact that Lights cigarettes
are perceived as being more for young smokers than older smokers,
apparently contributes to this . "People who are happy with their lives, dance
and acid parties, young people, happy music and happy people, people who
love to enjoy themselves ; sporty people and those who are always active" .
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More successful

An additional image advantage of Kent Lights against Kent is its perception
as a cigarette that is neve rtheless associated with successful people, or people

who are on the road to success : "also if Kent Lights is a cigarette for young
people then in any event business people also smoke it ; Kent Lights is for
more intelligent people th an Marlboro Lights which is more macho" .

This is how those who dislike Kent described it : "yuppie, nice house, new
coffee, anybody who wants to appear like a Succeeder and who are trendy

would smoke Kent Lights" .

Like all Lights cigarettes, Kent Lights also was more identified with women
than men and the length of Kent Lights contributed primarily to this: "Kent

Lights is long and gives an association with older women ; Kent Lights is for

quiet elegant women" .

Ultimately, most of the participants who do not smoke Kent continue to feel

uncomfortable even with Kent Lights : "there is nothing you can say about it :

you can't say that it is ugly ; it is like the daughter of a member of the Knesset
who has taken money by fraud ; it reminds me of a sentence like 'I always
wanted to be a pilot, but . . .', "she is too well polished superficially and too
much of a north Tel Avivian . No, she doesn't look like it" .

Kent Super Lights and Kent I

Almost none of the group participants had ever heard of these brands and
therefore no attitudes towards them had been formed . The attitude towards

them was unambivalent and focused on the criteria of strength .

(See the discussion in the Section on `tar and nicotine') .
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8. The Smoking Experience with Kent Cigarettes

Choosing Kent - among Kent smokers

Those participants who smoke Kent began using the product after other
cigarettes were "oppressive" and "choking". In other words, the transition to
Kent was explained in a similar fashion to the transition to milder cigarettes .

Young Male Smokers

"1 began smoking Parliament 100's but they were too long . I moved over to
Parliament Shorts but they didn't taste as good . Then I tried Kent" .

"I used to smoke Marlboro but I found it hard on my lungs, it was bad for my
health, I had pains in the chest and had shortage of breath . So then I moved
over to a milder cigarette and that was Kent Regular - it gives me a more
comfortable feeling", "I smoke Kent Lights 100's, the short version has a
taste of soap" .

Young Female Smokers

All of the female participants except for two, have moved over to smoking
Lights . "I smoke Kent and Parliament : Kent is for coffee, Kent is milder, Kent
is for the morning", "I smoke Kent Super Lights and Kent Regular . I smoke
the Super Lights when I can't breath", "I smoke Kent Lights 100's because it
is more feminine" .

Older Kent Smoker s

"I have been smoking Kent Lights for one and a half years . Before then I
didn't smoke for five years . Before that I smoked Time . A friend of mine at
work gave me Kent Lights and I liked it and since then I have been buying it" :

"I had been smoking Marlboro for two years and then I moved over to Kent
because I was- having problems breathing . I did not move over to Kent Lights
because I need two cigarettes each time" ;

"I began with Noblesse . Then I moved over to Marlboro, after that I started
to choke and tried to move over to Time but it was too mild . After that I tried
many types of cigarettes until I found Kent which I liked" ;
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"1 smoked Time for 30 years and have moved over to Kent because it is
milder" .

"I smoked Sheraton and then Marlboro followed by Kent . A few years ago I
smoked Marlboro. All of my friends used to smoke Marlboro . Marlboro was
for criminals and drunks because it grips you by the head . Kent is a milder
cigarette . You can't make joints with Kent, but today I don't care" .

From the older smokers, it can bee seen that the transition to Kent is a result
of an improvement in economic status, whereby Kent for them represents a
symbol of having attained their ambitions :

"Over the past five or six years, I have been smoking Kent. Before that it was
Time. I remember well about 30 years ago, when I was smoking Kent in a
public park" ;

"My ambition was to smoke Kent, but I didn't have the money, which I could
only afford for weekends" ;

"For 22 years I have been smoking Kent and Kent only . I had the money . I
wanted to enjoy myself - everybody around me was smoking Kent" .

Kent smokers have shown a high level of satisfaction from their having
selected Kent both from the aspect of the comfortable physical feeling that
accompanies smoking it (smooth, pleasant and doesn't choke you) ; also from
the aspect of it being a status symbol that Kent has in the view of participants
and in the view of society in general around them . (They are not aware of the
gap that in the meantime has been created between Kent's past and present
image); and also from the aspect of it being perceived as a less strong
cigarette and therefore less harmful than other cigarettes .

Nevertheless, veteran Kent smokers look back with nostalgia at the "Kent of
yesteryear" with the logo .

The danger that threatens loyalty to Kent is bound up with the gap between
the self-image of Kent smokers and their image in the eyes of society. During
the exposure process to this gap, Kent smokers will find themselves surprised
and disappointed, and will eventually abandon the product .

What still keeps them loyal to Kent is the fact that their immediate
environment is not aware of this gap. Therefore, in order to become exposed
to this gap, they need to come into contact with external society . However, as
the number of points of contact between the two is still very low, this
exposure process will slowly over the short term .
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Among those who do not smoke Kent

The picture that arises is that not one of the young participants smoke Kent

today . Neither have they have tried smoking it systematically in the past, and
have never purchased a single pack of Kent .

Experience with Kent is primarily in situations under conditions in which the
participants have finished their cigarettes and "somebody gave me one'", "I
took from somebody" .

One participant indicated that even if he had finished his cigarettes, he would
not try Kent : "I have never tried Kent and even if somebody would give me
one I would not try it" .

Only one participant is today smoking Winston and LM Lights . He smoked
Kent in the past for a number of months and moved over "because of money" .

The participants did not express a future intention to try Kent : "It has never
worked out for me to smoke it . I do not intend trying it". This strong
opposition to Kent is understood in light of the negative erosion that has been
created in the image of Kent and of Kent smokers .
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